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THE ARMENIAN HAND CROSSES IN THE DIFFERENT COLLECTIONS
OF THE ARMENIAN DIOCESE OF ROMANIA1
MARIAM VARDANYAN
(Yerevan State University,
UNESCO Chair of Armenian Art history,
Yerevan, Armenia)

Current paper presents the collection of Armenian hand or benediction crosses
preserved in various collections of the Armenian Diocese of Romania. There are 14
Armenian hand crosses in Diocese, 10 of which are in Dudian Museum in Bucharest,
and 4 at the museum of Armenian Church of the Holy Virgin in Botoșani. These
crosses have never studied before; moreover, the crosses from the Dudian museum are
being published for the first time. The study of these examples is very important for
both in the study of Armenian liturgical objects, history of Armenian silver art and
history of art of Armenian colonies in general.
Keywords: Armenian art, hand crosses, liturgical objects, silver art, Constantinople
style, Dudian museum, Armenian colonies, Armenians in Romania.

In the Armenian collections of Romania are preserved Armenian as well as
Romanian and Russian overall 24 hand or benediction crosses. Our article concerns
the analysis of the artistic peculiarities of 14 Armenian hand crosses. 10 of those
are preserved in Bucharest at the Dudian Museum of Armenian Diocese of
Romania2 and 4 are kept at the museum of Armenian Church of the Holy Virgin in
Botoșani, there are not crosses made by the Armenian masters in the other
churches.
The Armenian Church makes use of a small metal cross without the image of
Christ, it is equipped with a metal handle wrapped in a rich embroidered piece of
textile and a relic is housed in the middle3. As it is noted by Archbishop Małak’ia
Ormanian4, the hand cross, used in the Armenian church, is rhombus-shaped with
1

This study was made possible with support by the Diocese of Armenian Church in Romania
(bishop Datev Hagopian), Ministry of Culture of RA and State Committee of Science MES RA, in frame of
the research project No. SCS 13–6E440.
2
The collection of Armenian hand crosses preserved in Bucharest is being published for the first
time.
3
D. Koyumjian, “L’orfèvrerie liturgique en Arménie”, Ors et Trésors d’Arménie, Catalogue, Lyon,
2007, p. 88.
4
Archbishop Małak’ia Ormanian, Armenian Patriarch of Constantinople 1896–1908.
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four wings, a basis is added in the lower part so that one (the priest) can hold it, and
Latin crosses with Christ’s image were started to be used as hand crosses by
Armenian followers of the Latin church and were dispersed via donators and
masters who made them5.
Those, who have the priest’s ecclesiastical title, use hand crosses during the
devotional practices and ecclesiastical ceremonies6. The cross is always present in
the Armenian ecclesiastical-liturgical life: no ritual is executed without a cross – it
is the most commonly used element of the ecclesiastical utensils, an important
component of a clergyman’s clothing, a sacred symbol and a special object. The
church utensils and clothing are hallowed with a cross7.
The Armenian hand crosses, preserved in Armenian collections of Romanian
are made in the 19th century. The part of it is made by the Armenian masters of
Constantinople, the place of production of some of them is unknown and also are
prepared in Romania8: the inscriptions on them, written in Armenian and
constituting the artistic element of the whole piece, attest to the fact that here have
also worked Armenian masters. Unfortunately, we have not found information
enough about Armenian masters who have worked in Romania yet. It is known a
name of a goldsmith who had lived in the 18th century in Iasi, mentioned in the
colophon of a Gospel book kept in the Dudian Museum in Bucharest – goldsmith
Bardułimeos (Bartholomew)9. Besides that, it turns out from the research at the
archives of the Armenian Patriarchate in Bucharest that from the mid of 19th
century Armenian goldsmiths from Constantinople, Kayseri, Izmir immigrated to
Romania for a permanent residence, and it is quite probable that they have
continued practicing their profession.
We will make an attempt to examine the hand crosses preserved in Romania
according to their place of preparation, by analyzing those artistic pecularities due
to which we were able to make relevant conclusions regarding their place of
origin10.
The biggest group consists of the crosses made in Constantinople, which
represent completely the artistic peculiar features of the „Constantinople style“.
5

Małak’ia Ark’. Ormanian, Cisakan bararan [Archbishop Malachia Ormanian, Ritual dictionary],
Yerevan, 1992, p. 84.
6
Ełiše av. k’ahana Sargsyan, Karapetyan A., Zgest ekełec’akan „K’ristonea Hayastan” hanragitaran
[Yeghishe Senior Priest Sargsyan, Karapetyan A., Ecclesiastical Clothing, „Christian Armenian”
Ennciclopedia], Yerevan, 2002, p. 352.
7
K’yoseyan H., Łazaryan A, Xač‘ „K’ristonea Hayastan” hanragitaran [Kyoseyan H., Ghazaryan
A., Cross „Christian Armenian” Ennciclopedia], Yerevan, 2002, p. 423.
8
All the crosses and all the liturgical items in the collections of Armenian Diocese of Romania are
donated by pilgrims, notable Armenian families and Armenian merchants.
9
M. Vardanyan, “The Collection of Silver Book Binding of the Armenian Museum in Bucharest
and Their Relationship to Eastern and Western Arts”, Series Byzantina. Studies on Byzantine and PostByzantine Art (Warsaw), XV, 2017, p. 93.
10
The attribution of all the samples has been completely done by us, in this case mainly due to the
artistic analyzes, as there are no hallmarks typical for silverware.
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After 17th century the floral motif began being used actively in Constantinople.
The characteristic features of barocco and subsequently rococo styles, floral,
stylized solutions became peculiar to the „Constantinople style“11. The scenes were
enriched with floral decorations, especially with roses, enframed flower garlands,
which, in turn, were developed, wrapped with ribbons. In the iconographical
systems appeared Western accentuations as well as new, previously non-widely
spread scenes, characters and draperies of the garments received much more
expressive and dynamic formation, for example, in the scenes of „Crucifixion“ and
„The Burial of Christ“ the gesture of sorrow on the faces of the characters began
being accentuated which was making it more impressive due to the active
gesticulation of the hands.
Five of the Constantinople crosses, which are No. 153 (fig. 1), No. 154 (fig. 2)
from Bucharest and No. 65 (fig. 3), 66 (fig. 4), 67 (fig. 5)12 from Botoșani are
almost identical. All five crosses are made in 19th century and represent a Greek
cross, completely cast composition. Around a central round disk of the cross are
placed four wings of the cross which present a transparent composition, composed
of a tracery of stylized roses and leaves. On the one side of the central disk is
represented the scene of “Crucifixion” with a concise interpretation and on the
other side „The Resurrection of Christ”.
Contrary to two Bucharest’s crosses, Botoșani’s crosses are gilded and there
are dedicatory inscriptions on two of them which provide information regarding the
time of donation, names of a donators and those churches to which they were
donated to. Generally speaking, Armenian liturgical objects are very rich in the
dedicatory inscriptions which, due to the information that they contain, present
factual and historical importance as well as often supplement to their artsitic
composition.
We attribute to the same group, the Bucharest hand cross No. 145 (fig. 6a, 6b),
the composition of which is very much close to the above mentioned five crosses.
Out of the central, round disk of the latter radiate four extremely stylized, leavelike compositions which form a Greek cross. And instead of sun rays between
wings of the cross, which are common for Armenian crosses, four bunches of
flowers radiate out. The central disk is formed by engraved rays on which are
visible the traces of gilding. Right in the center is displaced the cast image of
crucified Christ without the cross. On the reverse side, in the center of the central
disk, is engraved a composition which resembles the petals of a flower and from
11
R.T. Marchese, M.R. Breu, Treasures of Faith. Sacred Relics and Artifacts from the
Armenian Orthodox Churches of Istanbul, Istanbul, 2015, p. 91–93; A. Saksian, K. Polso “Hay
vosker č’utyuně ŽĔ-ŽT’ darer” [Armenian jewelry in Constantinople 18th–19th centuries], Anahit.
Journal of art, 5, Paris, 1930, p. 10–11; Ter-Łevondyan, “Hajkakan arcatagorcutyuně
gałt’oǰaxnerum” [Armenian silver art in colonies], Herald of the Social Sciences (Yerevan), 6, 1966,
p. 97; M. Vardanyan, The Collection of Silver Book Binding…, p. 82–83.
12
F. Egner, V. Popa, Biserica armeană din Botoşani: o existenţă de peste şapte secole, Botoşani,
2012, p. 46.
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which nine rays stretch out toward the frame of the disk. The cross rests on the
cone-shaped basis on which is written the donating inscription which pertains to
1835, nonetheless, it is not mentioned to which church it was donated. Besides the
rich vegetal-floral motif, also the rhombus-shaped composition described by
Archbishop Małak’ia Ormanian proves about its Constantinople origin. If we take
into consideration the circumstance, that by the Armenian craftsmen also were
prepared and used in the Armenian Churches non-rhombic and non-radiating
crosses, then it is possible to assume that such crosses were made and used
correctly in Constantinople. Also there are similar crosses in collections of the
Armenian Patriarchate of Constantinople with accurate attributions13. Therefore, all
the rhombus-shaped and decorated with vegetal-floral solutions crosses preserved
in various museums and collections without exact attribution were prepared just by
the Armenian masters in Constantinople14.
The rhombus-shaped composition is characteristic also for the Bucharest
No.150 (fig. 7) hand cross. It was made with the help of the forged plaque and the
techniques of filigree and granulation. It is a Greek cross with a cylindrical basis.
The center of the cross is formed with the silver forged quadrilateral plaque framed
with filigree and granulation. The exactly similar four quadrilaterals but with
rhombus-shaped disposition, adjoin to the ends of the central square with the
angles, forming the wings of the cross. In the center of each quadrilateral there is a
mandala, created with filigree and granulation. The reverse side of the cross has
exactly the same look. In the upper and lower parts of the cylindrical basis are
disposed filigreed balls, where are visible also traces of gilding. Though there are
no Armenian inscriptions, based in the rhombus-shape appearance, we attribute it
to the Armenian masters of Constantinople, as it was a huge artistic center, embraced
in itself various artistic manifestations and techniques. Besides, Armenian masters
where known in filigree and granulation techniques. It should also be noted that we
have not found the second alike example during our research yet.
Standing out from the above mentioned crosses but at the same time similar
in terms of vegetal-floral composition is the Bucharest cross No. 149 (fig. 8) which
is also, especially due to the presence of roses, attributed to the Constantinople
school. The upper part of the cross is monolithic. It represents a Greek cross with
entirely vegetal and floral motifs of stylized wings of the cross. The eight-winged
star is in the center, in the middle of which it is encased with a round, colorless
13

R.T. Marchese, M.R. Breu, Treasures of Faith. Sacred Relics and Artifacts from the
Armenian Orthodox Churches of Istanbul, Istanbul, 2015, p. 169, 173, 174; Ed. Vardanyan, Reflections
of Armenia. Manuscripts and Religious Art, Paris, 2012, p. 52.
14
A. Mxit‘aryan, Erusałemi hajoc‘ patriark’arani ganjerě [Treasures of Armenian
Patriarchate of Jerusalem], Jerusalem, 1969, p. 63; S. Davtyan, Drvagner haykakan miǰnadaryan
kirařakan arvesti patmutyan [Fragments of the history of Armenian medieval applied art], Yerevan,
1981, p. 144; Hayuk I., Illustrated Encyclopedia of Armenian Culture in Ukraine, vol. 1, Lviv, 2012,
p. 270; Amy S. Landau, Theo M. Van Lint, Sacredand Religious Objectes, A legacy of Armenian
treasures. Testimony to people. Alex and Marie Manoogian museum, Michigan, 2013, p. 271.
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glass. The cross rests on the convex circle which, in turn, rests on the figurate
basis. According to the dedicatory inscription on the basis, it was donated to the
church of Saint Gevorg in Focsani in 1880.
As it has been noted, there are crosses in the collection which were made in
Romania. The Bucharest No.124 (fig. 9a, 9b) and the Botoșani No. 64 (fig. 10a, 10b)
have quite similar compositions and both of them are Latin radiating crosses. The
Bucharest cross rests on the cone-shaped basis with a ball-like composition in the
upper part of it and the Botoșani cross rests on the figurate basis with crowning
leaves in its upper part, there is a dedicatory inscription on the basis. On the
endings of the wings of Bucharest’s cross are affixed buttons. In case of Botoșani
there are sprouts and the upper wing of the cross is crowned with the patriarchal
crown and the cross. In both cases in the center is cast the image of the crucified
Christ, in the upper crucifixion plank is opened a scroll with the inscription in
Armenian «ՅՆԹՀ» (INRI) and on the reverse side is the Virgin in praying position.
Unlike to the Bucharest cross, on the lower part of the plank of the Botoșani’s cross
is Adam’s skull with bones, on the horizontal plank. Close to the Christ’s hands, is
an inscription in Armenian «ՅՍ ՔՍ» (IC XC) and on the reverse side again is
written in Armenian, but the handwriting is unclear. Probably it is written «ՄՅՐ
ՏՆ» (MP ΘΥ). Judging from stylistic features and the style of leaves and leaf
chain used in design of crosses, which are closer to Romanian art, we are more
inclined to assume, that these crosses are made in Romania by an Armenian master
who has worked here. Certainly, in the future we will try to present more
convincing arguments for our hypothesis.
We haven’t made any conclusions yet, regarding the place of production of
subsequent four crosses.
From the above described examples are different the Bucharest’s hand
crosses No. 151 (fig. 11) and No. 152 (fig. 12). They are produced from a forged
silver plaque. In both cases the horizontal wings of the cross and the lower plank of
the cross are ended with radiances and with «ՅՆԹՀ» (INRI) affixed inscription on
the upper plank.
Unlike to No. 152, between the wings of the cross of No. 151 are placed
radiances between the wings and on the top of upper plank. In the place of crossing
of the wings of the cross is placed a cast image of the crucified Christ with a
nimbus, the head is turned to the left shoulder and on the figurate basis is placed
the dedicatory inscription, pertaining to 1844.
In case of the cross No. 152 the top of upper plank is crowned with bright
star. The crucified Christ is without a nimbus, and the head is turned to the right
shoulder, the basis is cylindrical, ended with a ball on the top, this time dedicatory
inscription is absent.
We have not made any conclusions, concerning the place of production of the
crosses No. 151 and No. 152 since there are no stamps or inscriptions, testifying
about the place of production and the master, as well as we have not found yet
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relevant comparative examples15. Definitely, judging from the Armenian
inscriptions, we can state that the master who produced it was Armenian.
On the next crosses, the Bucharest No. 73 (13a) and No. 74 (13b) there are no
Armenian inscriptions in the artistic composition. In this case we have just
assumptions both concerning the place of production and the possibility that the
master or masters were Armenian(s) but, taking into account the similarities with
the Armenian altar crosses and hand crosses, we are inclined to conclude that these
are works of Armenian masters.
On the one side of the exactly the same radiating crosses, on the edges of four
wings of the crosses, are represented four evangelists and in the center is the
crucified Christ. On the reverse side, on the edges of the planks are the symbols of
the evangelists and in the center is the Virgin with Christ in his lap. The edges of
the plank are elaborated in the form of a chain. The facet-shape basis is narrowed
toward the lower plank and is ended with a ball. The inscription on the basis of the
cross No. 73 is dated to 1831, nevertheless, there is no mention about the church to
which it was donated to, unlike to the cross No. 74 where the inscription testifies
that the cross was donated in 1828 to the church of the Holy Virgin, most probably,
that of Botoșani, as the name of the city is not specified.
Summarizing the above discussed, we can state that the hand crosses,
preserved in the collections of Armenian Diocese of Romania are distinguished,
first of all, with their artistic diversity which attests to both masters’ and donators’
taste and capacities.
The Constantinopolitan examples which comprise the bigger number – eight
crosses, reproduce completely the characteristic features inherent to the Constantinople
style and, unlike to the crosses produced in Romania, are interpreted in much more
sumptuous manner.
We can also testify that all hand crosses, regardless of their place of
production, are not rich with scenes. The more common element is the image of
crucified Christ in the center of the cross. Sometimes there are absent even, typical
for the Armenian crosses, radiances, sometimes they are supplemented by with
vegetal-floral motifs. The bases of the crosses, in turn, can be of three types:
cylindrical, facet-shape and figurate.
We can state with certainty that Armenian crosses preserved in the
collections of Armenian Diocese of Romania are very important both in respect of
the research of Armenian liturgical objects and of the investigation of the history of
Armenian silver art and history of art of Armenian colonies in general.
vardmeri@yahoo.com

15

The searching for comparative material is complicated because there are very few studies on
Armenian liturgical items and silver art in general.
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Fig. 1. Hand cross, Constantinople, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.
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Fig. 2. Hand cross, Constantinople, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.
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Fig. 3. Hand cross, Constantinople, 19th century, Museum
of the Armenian Church of Holy Virgin, Botoșani.
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Fig. 4. Hand cross, Constantinople, 19th century, Museum
of the Armenian Church of Holy Virgin, Botoșani
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Fig. 5. Hand cross, Constantinople, 19th century, Museum
of the Armenian Church of Holy Virgin, Botoșani.
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Fig. 6a. Hand cross, Constantinople, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.

Fig. 6b. Hand cross, Constantinople, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest, reverse side.
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Fig. 7. Hand cross, Constantinople, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.
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Fig. 8. Hand cross, Constantinople?, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.
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Fig. 9a. Hand cross, Romania, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.
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Fig. 9b. Hand cross, Romania, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest, reverse side.
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Fig. 10a. Hand cross, Romania, 19th century, Museum
of the Armenian Church of Holy Virgin, Botoșani.
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Fig. 10b. Hand cross, Romania, 19th century, Museum
of the Armenian Church of Holy Virgin, Botoșani, reverse side.
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Fig. 11. Hand cross, place of origin anknown, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.
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Fig. 12. Hand cross, place of origin anknown, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.
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Fig. 13a. Hand cross, place of origin unknown, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.
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Fig. 13b. Hand cross, place of origin unknown, 19th century, Dudian Museum
of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest.
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